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Parents' dreams for the world in which their children will grow up
The Forest Room
****1 would like my children to grow up in a world filled with love
for families as well as toward all people. I would like the land,
air, and sea to be free of pollution and inhabited with same kinds
of wildlife our ancestors found there. I would like it to be a
world filled with happiness where war, famine, poverty, and disease
are only found in history books.
****What I would like to see the world like in the future for my
children:
1) a safe clean environment free of pollution;
2)
people of all races in harmony working and living together with
out prejudice; 3)alternate fuel sources developed along with better
forms of mass transit. This form of mass transit should be able
to supply more than the urban areas; 4)better health insurance
plans to benefit everyone.
****More homogeneous people, free of crime, free from drugs, cures
for fatal diseases, clean environment, universal government,end to
wars, plenty of food for everyone.
****No wars, no hate, trees, flowers, peace, clean and green, smogfree, better jobs, more teachers that care, more clean-up efforts.
****A tolerant world, a caring world, a loving world, a clean
environment, a healthy environment, a learning environment, a
natural world.
****1 would like a safer place for the children to live in. I
would like the images portrayed on TV (sexual and violent) to be
removed. Remember when those things were left to your imagin
ation?
I don't want children to think that those things are alright.
****1 would like my children to live in apeaceful, environmentally
safe and capable, compatible world. Hopefully it will somehow be
a better world for them.
****Hopefully the world will still be here! and hopefully all our
children would have fulfilled all their dreams and lived happy
lives. There should be shuttles to the moon by then and space
travel will probably be an everyday occurrence. Terry Tiessen
****A world free of fear of war and the atomic bomb. A world free
of polution and the fears of toxic air and water on health.
Medical aid available to all - not just those who can afford it.
A world where there is more understanding of the human condition more love, caring, forgiveness.
A world free of crimes of
violence. A world free of taxes.
****1 would like there to be no violence and I hope that ev
erything
isn't going to be operated by just the push of a button. People
still need to "do" work instead of having robots do it for them.
****1 would like my child to grow up in a godly world.
A
beautifully colored world. One where everyone cares about each
other, no matter what color or creed they are. Terri Van Cleave
****A world free of fear of others (e.g. kidnapping, pedophiles,
gunmen, etc.), without world desires.
Cleaner environment.
A
world where the knowledge we have is used to help the needy instead
of the greedy. No more devastating hunger.

****1 hope for world peace, no war. A free country that can have
any religion you want.
Be free; no prejudice.
there will be
plenty of jobs. No more homeless people living on the street. All
gangs (crips, bloods, skinheads, etc.) will make peace. More space
in prisons, to lock criminals up, so they no longer walk the street
because of lack of jail spac
e. That all countries will join forces
in our (astronomy situation).
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